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Like him or not, Florida Governor Ron DeSantis hit a home run with his flamboyant act 
of transporting 50 illegal aliens to the haven from reality that is Martha’s Vineyard. 

Immediately the Fake News folks and the self-righteous Dems were flummoxed – so 
much so that they granted DeSantis heroic status: claiming that he is now worse (in 

their eyes) than Donald Trump, whom they now (belatedly) call warm, cuddly, funny, 
and smart. Texas Governor Greg Abbot scored equally well with his own overload of 
illegals delivered to the home of Vice President Kamala Harris, the one person in the 

government supposed to be overseeing the border crossings on behalf of the White 
House. It showcased how her refusal even to visit the border for so long can be 

rectified. If she does not go where they are, they can be shipped to her. That makes 
real sense, even poetic justice. 
 

Over one million of Mexico's poorest citizens now live inside and along our border from 
Brownsville, Texas, to San Diego, California, in what the New York Times called, 

'colonias' or new neighborhoods. Trouble is, those living areas resemble Bombay and 
Calcutta where grinding poverty, filth, diseases, drugs, crimes, no sanitation and worse. 

They live without sewage, clean water, streets, roads, electricity, or any kind of 
sanitation. The New York Times reported them to be America's new 'Third World “ 
inside our own country. Within 20 years, at their current growth rate, they expect 20 

million residents of those colonias. 
 

While, Biden apologists continue to criticize the Governor’s actions, our Southern Border 
is permissively being abused by illegal invaders, enabled by a President who refuses to 

follow the dictates of the U. S. Code with regard to immigration policies (for which he 
could justifiably be Impeached by a willing Congress). It is the border states of Arizona, 
Texas, and Florida that are being targeted (for purely political purposes) to receive 

more illegals than they can handle.  Why should we not all  “share the wealth”, and 
especially let all the self-styled sanctuary cities and states actually feel the burden of 

stepping up to the plate with their own resources. 
 
We have to wonder what would happen if Mr. Biden actually did his job and gave us 

what we wanted. That is, what if all 20 million or more illegals actually vacated 
America? The answer, from statistics compiled by Epoch Times, may surprise you! 

  
It means Colorado would save more than $20 million in prison costs, and the terror that 

7,300 alien criminals set upon local citizens. 12,000 gang members would vanish out of 
Denver alone. Denver Officer Don Young and hundreds of Colorado victims would not 
have suffered death, accidents, rapes and other crimes by illegals. Denver Public 

Schools would not suffer a 67% dropout/flunk rate because of thousands of illegal alien 
students speaking 41 different languages. Denver's 4% unemployment rate would 



vanish as our working poor would gain jobs at a living wage. 
 

In California, if 3.5 million illegal aliens would move back to Mexico, which would leave 
an extra $10.2 billion to spend on overloaded school systems, bankrupt hospitals and 

overrun prisons. It would leave our highways cleaner, safer and less congested. 
Everyone could understand one another as English became the dominant language 

again.   
If 20 million illegal aliens returned 'home,' the U.S.  would return to the Rule of Law. 
Employers would hire legal American citizens at a living wage. Everyone would pay their 

fair share of taxes because they wouldn't be working off the books. That would result in 
an additional $401 billion in IRS income taxes collected annually, and an equal amount 

for local, state and city coffers. 
  
There would be less confusion in American schools that now must contend with over 

100 languages that degrade the educational system for American kids. Our 
overcrowded schools would lose more than two million illegal alien kids at a cost 

savings of billions in ESL and free breakfasts and lunches. We would lose 500,000 illegal 
criminal alien inmates at a cost benefit of more than $1.6 billion annually. That includes 

15,000 MS-13 gang members who distribute $130 billion in drugs annually and would 
vacate our country. Less Mexican forgery gangs for ID theft from Americans! Less 
foreign rapists and child molesters! 

  
At least 400,000 anchor babies would not be born in our country, that would have cost 

us $109 billion per year. At least 86 hospitals in California, Georgia and Florida would 
still be operating instead of being bankrupt out of existence because illegals pay 

nothing via the EMTOLA Act. Americans wouldn't suffer thousands of TB and hepatitis 
cases rampant in our country – brought in by illegals unscreened at our borders. Our 
cities would see 20 million less people driving, polluting and grid locking our cities' 

greenhouse gasses. 
 

Yes, it is hard to imagine. But even poor Martha’s Vineyard would be safe from further 
encounters with the unwashed and unwanted. I had the experience of a wonderful half 

day on the island a half century ago, and did not have time to enjoy the hypocrisy of 
the population that has been exposed by recent events. My loss I suppose. But then 
again, I did not get summarily shipped off to incarceration at the closest available 

military base. 
  

All of this has been going on while over 80% of Americans want secured borders. So 
much for democracy and the rule of law! We were already routinely inviting a million 
people into our country each year long before Bidenism happened – more than all other 

countries combined, with the result of growing anarchy at and near our borders. Seeing 
that Biden’s policies have taken us to an even worse state, it is time to stand up for our 

country, our culture, our civilization and our way of life. Demand that your President 
start doing the “right thing” – resuming actual control of our border and thoroughly 



vetting who is allowed to cross it. 
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